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With the tremendous success of RED TRUCK in board book format and anticipation around

YELLOW COPTER in board to match, we're thrilled to complete the primary-colored series about

vehicles who save the day by bringing BLUE BOAT into board, too! When a family on a sailing

outing gets stuck in a surprise storm, there is only one boat tough enough to handle the rocking

waves and howling winds: Blue Boat! Now even the youngest readers can cheer on this "rough,

tough tugboat."
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Trouble is brewing, but Blue Boat will save the day! When a quick norÃ¢Â€Â™ easter comes up and

threatens a sailboat and its crew, only one boat is rough enough and tough enough to do the job.My

grandson loves this charming, action-packed story. And he especially loves Blue Boat. Highly

recommended, along with the companion books Yellow Copter and Red Truck.

I grew up Ã¢Â€Âœon the waterÃ¢Â€Â• and often wondered about the different kinds of boats I saw

floating by each day. This book is a charming rhyming story about a heroic tugboat that saves the

day. It explains what tugboats do and why, all with cute illustrations made of clear and bright shapes

and colors that my kids really like.



Blue Boat is about a rescue boat that happens to be, well, blue. The story within its pages is that the

boat is off to save a family that is stuck out in the water and a super dangerous, scary storm in

coming in.There really isn't much more to the story than that. I would say the majority of this story is

in the artwork which is fun and bright. It is entertaining enough, but as a parent, I would like a bit

more to the story than was actually there.The nice thing though is that not only does this book come

as a normal picture book, but it also comes as a board book. So you can get a much harder to

destroy copy that you can let your little boat lover have to look at whenever their hearts desire!This

review is based on a copy provided by the publisher in exchange for a fair and honest review.Find

more of my reviews here:[...]

I love that this is available in both hardcover picture book and board book. Minimal text, but, paired

with this illustrations, this is actually a rather exciting story about a rescue mission. Will easily

appeal to very little readers who love boats and slightly older little readers who will recognize and

enjoy the drama of the story.

My kids love this book, as well as Red Truck and Yellow Copter.

My 18 month old loves this book! It's short and keeps his attention!

My little girl love it.

This is adorable! My 18 month old who loves vehicles always chooses the books from this series!
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